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Abstract. Despite having promising results, style transfer, which re-
quires preparing style images in advance, may result in lack of creativity
and accessibility. Following human instruction, on the other hand, is the
most natural way to perform artistic style transfer that can significantly
improve controllability for visual effect applications. We introduce a new
task—language-driven artistic style transfer (LDAST)—to manipulate the
style of a content image, guided by a text. We propose contrastive lan-
guage visual artist (CLVA) that learns to extract visual semantics from
style instructions and accomplish LDAST by the patch-wise style discrimi-
nator. The discriminator considers the correlation between language and
patches of style images or transferred results to jointly embed style in-
structions. CLVA further compares contrastive pairs of content images
and style instructions to improve the mutual relativeness. The results
from the same content image can preserve consistent content structures.
Besides, they should present analogous style patterns from style instruc-
tions that contain similar visual semantics. The experiments show that
our CLVA is effective and achieves superb transferred results on LDAST.

1 Introduction

Style transfer [14,28,20,35,27,21] adopts appearances and visual patterns from
another reference style images to manipulate a content image. Artistic style
transfer has a considerable application value for creative visual design, such as
image stylization and video effect [45,59,13,19]. However, it requires preparing
collections of style image in advance. It even needs to redraw new references first
if there is no expected style images, which is impractical due to an additional
overhead. In contrast, language is the most natural way for humans to commu-
nicate. If a system can follow textual descriptions and automatically perform
style transfer, we can significantly improve accessibility and controllability.

In this paper, we introduce Language-driven Artistic Style Transfer (LDAST).
As illustrated in Fig. 1, LDAST treats a content image and a text as the input,
and the style transferred result is manipulated based on the style description.
It should preserve the structure of the content yet simultaneously modifies the
style pattern that corresponds to the instruction. LDAST is different from the
general language-based image-editing (LBIE) [33,26,31,9] that aims at altering
objects or properties of objects. The main challenge of LDAST is to extract visual
semantics from language. Humans use not only explicit visual attributes but
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Fig. 1. Language-driven Artistic Style Transfer (LDAST). LDAST performs style transfer
for a content image C, guided by the visual attribute (the lower row) or even the visual
content and emotional effect (the upper row) from a style instruction X .

also visual content or emotional effects to describe style feelings. For example, it
requires connecting “water, sketching, and painting” or “peaceful, feel content”
with their visual concepts and further carrying out correlated style transfer.

We present contrastive language visual artist (CLVA), including language
visual artist (LVA) and contrastive reasoning (CR), to perform style transfer
conditioning on guided texts. LVA preserves content structures from content
images C and extracts visual semantics from style instructions X . LVA learns the
latent style pattern based on the distinguishment between patches of style imags
or transferred results from the patch-wise style discriminator. Furthermore, CR
boosts by comparing contrastive pairs where relative content images or style
instructions should present similar content structures or style patterns.

To evaluate LDAST, we conduct experiments upon DTD2 [50] and ArtEmis [1].
DTD2 provides texture images with its colors or texture patterns in text. ArtEmis
collects explanations of visual contents and emotional effects for artworks. We
treat these annotations as style instructions for the challenging LDAST concerning
visual attributes or human style feelings. The experiments show that our CLVA
is effective for LDAST and achieves superb yet efficient transferred results on both
automatic metrics and human evaluation. Our contributions are four-fold:
– We introduce LDAST that follows natural language for artistic style transfer;
– We present CLVA, which learns to extract explicit visual semantics from style

instructions and provide sufficient style patterns for LDAST;
– We conduct the evaluation on DTD2 and ArtEmis to consider diverse style

instructions with visual attributes and emotional effects;
– Extensive experiments and qualitative examples demonstrate that our CLVA

outperforms baselines regarding both effectiveness and efficiency.

2 Related Work

Artistic Style Transfer. Style transfer [14,21,47,6,16,22,43] redraws an image
with a specific style. Since being a popular form of art, incorporating painting
with digital design can produce attractive visual effect (VFX). In general, style
transfer can be divided into two categories: photorealistic and artistic. Photoreal-
istic style transfer [32,29,56,36] aims at applying reference styles on scenes with-
out hurting details and satisfying contradictory objectives. By contrast, artistic
style transfer [14,28,20,35,27,30,4] captures style concepts from reference and
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modifies color distributions and texture patterns of content images. However, it
requires preparing numerous style images in advance, which limits practicality
of style transfer. To tackle this issue, LDAST allows following textual descriptions
to perform artistic style transfer and improves the accessibility of VFX design.

Language-based Image Editing. The general task of LDAST is language-
based image editing (LBIE), which also uses language to edit input images.
With rule-based instructions and predefined semantic labels, they [7,25] first
carry out LBIE but under limited practicality. Inspired by text-to-image gener-
ation [40,58,54], previous works [5,33,26,52,31,9,10,11] perform LBIE by condi-
tional GAN, which modifies the properties of objects in the image. In contrast,
LDAST aims at preserving the scene structure from the content image and per-
forming stylization guided by the style instruction.

CLIP-guided Optimization. Recently, based on the powerful visual-linguistic
connection of CLIP [44], CLIP-guided image synthesis [39,34] has shown exciting
results. StyleCLIP [37] and NADA [12] tweak the latent code of a pre-trained
StyleGAN [23] for image editing. Since heavily relying on a pre-trained genera-
tor, both are confined to the training domain, and the results can only present
limited stylization. CLIPstyler [24] updates the style transfer network for target
style patterns from the CLIP alignment. Though supporting arbitrary content
images, CLIPstyler still requires hundreds of iterations and takes lots of time
with considerable GPU memory, suffering from the efficiency and practicality
overhead. Moreover, our experiments show that CLIP poorly captures detailed
style patterns from instructions, which is intractable to perform explicit LDAST.

3 Language-Driven Artistic Style Transfer

3.1 Overview of CLVA

We introduce language-driven artistic style transfer (LDAST) to manipulate the
style of a content image C, guided by a style instruction X , as illustrated in Fig. 1.
For training, we have pairs of style images S with style instructions X to learn the
mutual correlation. During testing, only X are provided for LDAST to carry out
artistic style transfer purely relied on language. We present contrastive language
visual artist (CLVA) in Fig. 2. Language visual artist (LVA) extracts content
structures from C and visual patterns from X to perform LDAST. LVA adopts
the patch-wise style discriminator D to connect extracted visual semantics to
patches of paired style image (PS in Fig. 2). Contrastive reasoning (CR) allows
comparing contrastive pairs C1-X1, C2-X1, and C2-X2 of content image and style
instruction. In this way, it should present consistent content structures from the
same content image C2 or analogous style patterns from related style images S1

and S2, despite using different style instructions.

3.2 Language Visual Artist (LVA)

To tackle LDAST, language visual artist (LVA) first adopts visual encoder GE

to extract the content feature hC and the style feature hS for an image. Text
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Fig. 2. Contrastive language visual artist (CLVA). Language Visual Artist (LVA) learns
to jointly embed style images S and style instructions X by the patch-wise style dis-
criminator D and perform LDAST for content images C. Contrastive Reasoning (CR)
compares contrasitve pairs to improve the relativeness between transferred results Ô.

encoder ϕ also extracts the style instruction feature hSX from an instruction. hC

is a spatial tensor containing the content structure feature, and hS represents
the global style pattern. SS

X embeds into the same space of hS to reflect the
extracted visual semantic. Then, visual decoder GD produces transferred results
Ô from hCC and hSX , which performs style transfer by style instructions:

hCC , h
S
C = GE(C), hSX = ϕ(X ),

Ô = GD(h
C
C , h
S
X ).

(1)

In particular, GD applies self-attention [57,35] to fuse hC and hS over the global
spatial dimension. There are two goals to train LVA for LDAST: (i) preserving
content structures from content images; (ii) presenting style patterns correlated
with visual semantics of style instructions.

Structure Reconstruction. To preserve content structures, we consider that
visual decoder GD should be able to reconstruct input content images using
extracted content features hCC and style features hSC from visual encoder GE:

Ĉ = GD(h
C
C , h
S
C ),

Lrec = ||Ĉ − C||2,
(2)

where the reconstruction loss Lrec is computed as the mean L2 difference between
reconstructed content images Ĉ and input content images C.
Patch-wise Style Discriminator (D). Regarding style patterns, results Ô
guided by style instructions X are expected to present analogously to reference
style images S. To address the connection between linguistic from X and visual
semantics from S, we introduce the patch-wise style discriminator D. Inspired by
texture synthesis [53,15], images with analogous patch patterns should appear
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perceptually similar texture patterns. D tries to recognize the correspondence
between an image patch P and a style instruction X :

PÔ,PS = Crop(Ô),Crop(S),
Lpsd = log(1−D(PÔ,X )),

LD = log(1−D(PÔ,X )) + log(D(PS ,X )),

(3)

where Crop is to randomly crop an image into patches. The patch-wise style loss
Lpsd aims at generating transferred results that are correlated with X . Contrar-
ily, by the discriminator loss LD, D learns to distinguish that a patch P is from
style images (PS) or transferred results (PÔ). This adversarial loss [17,41] en-
courages that transferred results from style instructions are presented similarly
with style images, which jointly embeds the extracted visual semantics.

Content Matching and Style Matching. To further enhance the alignment
with inputs, inspired by cycle consistency [60,51,38,55], we consider the content
matching loss Lcm and the style matching loss Lsm of transferred results Ô. We
adopt GE again to extract content features hCÔ and style features hSÔ for Ô,

where hCÔ and hSÔ should correlate with hCC from C and hSS from S:

(hCÔ, h
S
Ô), (h

C
S , h

S
S) = GE(Ô), GE(S),

Lcm,Lsm = ||hCÔ − hCC ||2, ||hSÔ − hSS ||2.
(4)

Therefore, transferred results are required to align with content structures and
style patterns from inputs, which meets the goal of LDAST.

3.3 Contrastive Reasoning (CR)

The content image should transfer to various styles while preserving the same
structure. Related style instructions can apply analogous style patterns to arbi-
trary content images. As shown in Fig. 2, contrastive reasoning (CR) compares
content structures or style patterns from transferred results of contrastive pairs.
The contrastive pair consists of two different content images C1 and C2 with two
reference styles {S1,X1} and {S2,X2}. We follow the LVA inference to acquire
cross results for pairs of content images and style instructions:

(hCC1 , h
S
C1), (h

C
C2 , h

S
C2) = GE(C1), GE(C2), (5)

hSX1
, hSX2

= ϕ(X1), ϕ(X2),

ÔC1-X1
, ÔC1-X2

= GD(h
C
C1 , h

S
X1

), GD(h
C
C1 , h

S
X2

),

ÔC2-X1
, ÔC2-X2

= GD(h
C
C2 , h

S
X1

), GD(h
C
C2 , h

S
X2

).

Consistent Matching. Transferred results should present similar content struc-
tures (ÔC2-X1

and ÔC2-X2
) or analogous style patterns (ÔC1-X1

and ÔC2-X1
) if
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Algorithm 1 Training Process of Language Visual Artist (LVA)

1: GE, GD: Visual Encoder, Visual Decoder
2: ϕ: Text Encoder
3: D: Patch-wise Style Discriminator
4: while TRAIN VLA do
5: C, {S,X} ← Sampled content/style
6:
7: hC

C , h
S
C ← GE(C) Ĉ ← GD(hC

C, h
S
C )

8: Lrec ← Reconstruction loss ▷ Eq. 2
9: hS

X ← ϕ(X ) Ô ← GD(hC
C, h

S
X )

10: PS , PÔ ← Crop(S), Crop(Ô)

11: Lpsd ← Patch-wise style loss ▷ Eq. 3

12: (hC
Ô, hS

Ô), ( hC
S , hS

S) ← GE(Ô), GE(S)
13: Lcm ← Content matching loss ▷ Eq. 4
14: Lsm ← Style matching loss ▷ Eq. 4
15:
16: LG ← Lrec + Lpsd + Lcm + Lsm

17: LD ← Discriminator loss for D ▷ Eq. 3
18: Update GE, GD, ϕ by minimizing LG

19: Update D by maximizing LD

20: end while

using the same content image (C2) or the same style instruction (X1):

hCÔCi-Xj

= GE(ÔCi-Xj
), (6)

Lc−C = ||hCÔC1-X1

− hCÔC1-X2

||2 + ||hCÔC2-X1

− hCÔC2-X2

||2,

Lc−S = ||hSÔC1-X1

− hSŜ2−1
||2 + ||hSÔC1-X2

− hSÔC2-X2

||2,

where consistent matching of content structure Lc−C or style pattern Lc−S is
aligned by content features or style features, extracted by GE.

Relative Matching. Apart from consistent matching, distinct style instruc-
tions, which imply corresponding visual semantics, should still present relative
patterns. For example, we can only discover “reach up to the sky” literally from
X2. If comparing reference style images S1 and S2, we can perceive the sharing
of a similar style pattern and link the visual concept of “bright tall hills” in X2

to “mountains looming over the lake” in X1. We define relative matching Lr−S
with the cosine similarity (CosSim) between reference style images:

(hCSi , h
S
Si) = GE(Si),

r = CosSim(hSS1 , h
S
S2),

Lr−S = (||hSÔC1-X1

− hSÔC1-X2

||2+

||hSÔC2-X1

− hSÔC2-X2

||2) · r.

(7)

When style images are related, it has to align style features to certain extent
even if paired style instructions are different. Otherwise, Lr−S will be close to 0
and ignore this unrelated style pair. The overall contrastive reasoning loss Lctr

considers both consistent matching and relative matching:

Lctr = Lc−C + Lc−S + Lr−S . (8)
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3.4 Learning of CLVA

For each epoch of CLVA training, we first train with the LVA process and then
CR. As algo. 1, we consider reconstruction loss Lrec to preserve content struc-
ture and patch-wise style loss Lpsd between style instruction and visual pattern
of transferred results. Both content matching loss Lcm and style matching loss
Lsm enhance the matching with the inputs. Simultaneously, we update D by
maximizing discriminator loss LD to distinguish between true patches PS or
false patches PÔ, concerning style instructions. During CR, contrastive pairs
of content images and style instructions are randomly sampled, and the trans-
ferred results are across produced. We further update by minimizing contrastive
reasoning loss Lctr to allow considering content consistency and mutual style
relativeness. The overall optimization of CLVA is summarized as:

LG =Lrec + Lpsd + Lcm + Lsm,

min
G,ϕ

max
D

LG + LD + Lctr.
(9)

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset. To evaluate our CLVA, we consider DTD2 [8] and ArtEmis [1] as
reference style instructions. DTD2 contains 5K texture images with its natural
descriptions for visual attributes such as colors and texture patterns. ArtEmis
provides 80K artworks from WikiArt1 with annotations of visual contents and
emotional effects as human style feelings. We also collect 15K wallpapers from
WallpapersCraft2, which presents diverse scenes as content images. Each content
image is resized to 256x192 in our experiment. We randomly sample 100 unseen
content images and 100 testing reference styles to evaluate the generalizability
of LDAST. Note that both style images and style instructions appear for training,
but only style instructions are accessible during testing.

Evaluation Metrics. To support large-scale evaluation, we treat transferred
results directly from style images as semi-groundtruth (Semi-GT) [2,3,42] by
the SOTA style transfer AdaAttn [30]. We apply the following metrics:

– SSIM [48] compares images in the luminance, contrast, and structure aspects.
A higher SSIM has a higher structural similarity;

– Percept [22] computes from the gram matrix of visual features. A lower
Percept loss shows that two images share a similar style pattern;

– FAD [18] is computed by the mean L2 distance of the activations from the
InceptionV3 [46] feature. As a distance metric, a lower FAD represents that
LDAST results and Semi-GT are more relevant.

1 WikiArt: https://www.wikiart.org
2 WallpapersCraft: https://wallpaperscraft.com/

https://www.wikiart.org
https://wallpaperscraft.com/
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Note that we consider SSIM and FAD to compare with Semi-GT and calculate
Percept loss directly with reference style images. Apart from visual similarity,
we consider the correlation between style instructions and LDAST results:
– VLS [49] calculates the cosine similarity between each other from CLIP [44].
Since each metric has different deficiencies, we also conduct a comprehensive
human evaluation from aspects of content, instruction, and style matching. We
randomly sample 75 LDAST results and adopt MTurk3 to rank over all methods.
We also hire 3 MTurkers for each task to avoid the potential ranking bias.

Baselines. We conduct baselines for LDAST from various aspects:
– Style Transfer: We consider previous artistic style transfer methods NST [14],

WCT [28], AdaIn [20], SANet [35], and LST [27] that support arbitrary con-
tetn images. We use the same style (instruction and image) encoding from our
CLVA as style features and follow their own training process to perform LDAST

upon them. Due to the space issue, we only show the comparison with more
recent SANet and LST. Please refer to Appendix for the complete results.

– Language-based Image Editing: We adopt ManiGAN [26] with affine com-
bination module (ACM) as the general language-based editing baseline, where
it modifies the content image by the style instruction. We treat normal style
transferred results as groundtruth for ManiGAN to learn from.

– CLIP-based Optimization: StyleCLIP [37], NADA [12], and CLIPstyler [24]
manipulate the content image based on the CLIP alignment of the guided
instruction. Since StyleCLIP and NADA are restricted by the pre-trained
generator, we compare them with the training domains of car and church.
Differently, CLIPstyler can carry out arbitrary content images for LDAST.

4.2 Quantitative Results

Instruction with Visual Attributes. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of
LDAST with baselines on DTD2. As regards automatic metrics, CLVA preserves
content structures (highest 36.65 SSIM) and stylizes with related visual at-
tributes to style images (lowest 0.2033 Percept loss). Furthermore, CLVA brings
out the highest overall similarity as Semi-GT (lowest 0.1493 FAD). Since CLIP-
styler directly optimizes by CLIP [44], it makes the highest VLS. Through the
patch-wise discriminator, our CLVA can still produce style patterns correlated to
given instructions (competitive 24.00 VLS) even without the pre-trained CLIP.

The human evaluation investigates the matching between transferred results
with content images (Content), style instructions (Instruction), style images
(Style), and Semi-GT (Semi-GT). In particular, content and instruction match-
ing are the two most crucial, which concern the goal of LDAST: content structure
preservation and style pattern presentation; style image and semi-gt matching
are provided for different comparing targets from a human aspect. The results are
calculated by the mean ranking score (from 1 to 5, the higher is better) of each
method. In general, MTurkers indicate that our CLVA has an apparent advantage
in preserving content structures (highest 3.852 Content) and presenting aligned

3 Amazon Mechanical Turk: https://www.mturk.com

https://www.mturk.com
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Automatic Metrics Human Evaluation

Method SSIM↑ Percept↓ FAD↓ VLS↑ Content↑ Instruction↑ Style↑ Semi-GT↑

SANet [35] 35.50 0.2129 0.1627 23.57 2.701 2.477 2.738 2.630
LST [27] 34.84 0.2129 0.1533 23.16 2.743 2.831 2.651 2.528

ManiGAN [26] 32.70 0.2401 0.1663 23.25 2.757 2.562 2.937 2.922
CLIPstyler [24] 25.24 0.2598 0.1818 24.62 2.948 3.388 3.073 3.265

CLVA 36.65 0.2033 0.1493 24.00 3.852 3.742 3.603 3.655

Table 1. Testing results of LDAST using visual attribute instructions on DTD2.

Fig. 3. Visualized comparison using visual attribute instructions on DTD2.

style patterns (highest 3.742 Instruction). Though with the aid of CLIP, CLIP-
styler is still behind CLVA (-0.4 Instruction), with an even higher gap in style
image matching (-0.5 Style). Contributed by contrastive reasoning that compares
the mutual relativeness between pairs of contents and instructions, CLVA can
stylize with the captured visual attributes. We adopt Pearson correlation and
investigate the coefficients between automatic metrics and human evaluation as
77.2 (FAD→Instruction), 84.5 (FAD→Semi-GT), 81.3 (VLS→Instruction), and
77.8 (VLS→Semi-GT). This high correlation indicates that our metric design is
adequate for evaluating large-scale LDAST experiments. The even higher 88.2
correlation (Instruction→Semi-GT) between instruction and Semi-GT matching
in human evaluation further supports the usage of Semi-GT.

From the aspect of visualized comparison in Fig. 3, previous SANet and LST
only produce repetitive and disorder textures in their transferred results. Mani-
GAN modifies the style directly over pixels, suffering from blurring objects; this
deficiency can also be found in Table 1 (lower SSIM and lower Content match-
ing). CLIPstyler is sometimes misguided by CLIP, making irrelevant patterns,
such as the bright white background in the third case. Contrary to baselines,
CLVA extracts a more detailed style from different kinds of guidance (“brown
metallic” in the first row and “stringy hairy” in the third case), leading to su-
perior LDAST results that correspond to style instructions.

Instruction with Emotional Effects. Unlike visual attributes, emotional ef-
fect instructions are more challenging as connecting to visual semantics of de-
scribed objects or style patterns from human feelings. For example, “yellowish
and green” from “sunset and mountains” or “scaring charcoal grey” from “night-
mare”. We consider this human style feeling on ArtEmis [1], where the model
has to express the latent visual concepts of emotional effect instructions. CLVA
performs with more balance (both second-highest SSIM and second-lowest Per-
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Automatic Metrics Human Evaluation

Method SSIM↑ Percept↓ FAD↓ VLS↑ Content↑ Instruction↑ Style↑ Semi-GT↑

SANet [35] 38.36 0.0352 0.1548 19.30 3.170 2.978 2.980 2.890
LST [27] 42.13 0.0386 0.1595 19.92 2.967 2.714 2.614 2.757

ManiGAN [26] 38.46 0.0500 0.1554 19.69 2.729 2.583 2.879 3.192
CLIPstyler [24] 24.17 0.0659 0.1759 21.04 2.777 3.140 2.998 2.952

CLVA 40.32 0.0357 0.1418 20.11 3.357 3.586 3.530 3.208

Table 2. Testing results of LDAST using emotional effect instructions on ArtEmis.

Fig. 4. Visualized comparison using emotional effect instructions on ArtEmis.

cept) from Table 2, especially the lowest 0.1418 FAD, making the most similar
transferred results to Semi-GT. Though CLIPstyler [24] achieves higher VLS by
optimizating over CLIP, from human aspects, CLVA can preserve more concrete
contents and present more correlated style patterns (higher 3.357 content and
3.586 instruction matching). The visualized comparison in Fig. 4 illustrates that
previous SANet [35] and LST [27] contain unsmooth and fragmentary patterns
with blurring contents. Without a style transformation process, ManiGAN [26]
modifies with only monotonous colors. CLIPstyler is failed to capture human
style feelings well, suffering from weird and unpleasant results. Different from
them, our CLVA learns the visual semantic during contrastive reasoning by com-
paring mutual relativeness between literal instructions and style images, leading
to a more colorful and corresponding stylization as human emotion. More sur-
prisingly, despite not instructed literally, CLVA perceives “side of the water”
and reveals the latent yet correlated “grassland” precisely in the third row.

Specific Content Domain. To compare with StyleCLIP [37] and NADA [12]
that are restricted by the pre-trained generator, we evaluate LDAST on the spe-
cific content domain. We consider the same domain images in StyleGAN2 [23]
and visual attribute instructions on DTD2. Table 3 indicates the numerical com-
parison on Car and Church. Our CLVA still produces superior results and is the
most admirable by human. Since StyleCLIP and NADA rely on StyleGAN, they
can only preserve content (highest 3.459 Content by StyleCLIP) but with lim-
ited stylization (lower Instruction and Style). Similar observations can be found
in Fig. 5, where StyleCLIP shows almost no modification for the second car.
They can neither deal with the background; NADA even destroys the scene in
the third row. In contrast to CLIPstyler [24] that only contains abstractive and
obscure styles, CLVA presents the detailed “read interplaced cloth” behind the
car and the color “cream” precisely on the surface of the church.
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Automatic Metrics Human Evaluation

Method SSIM↑ Percept↓ FAD↓ VLS↑ Content↑ Instruction↑ Style↑ Semi-GT↑

ManiGAN [26] 26.45 0.2329 0.1672 23.44 2.861 2.894 2.978 2.893
StyleCLIP [37] 28.03 0.2609 0.1812 21.55 3.459 2.845 2.930 2.829
NADA [12] 16.98 0.2733 0.1876 23.38 2.542 2.798 2.846 2.932

CLIPstyler [24] 18.43 0.2493 0.1826 24.16 2.986 3.067 3.003 3.032
CLVA 30.98 0.1957 0.1544 23.68 3.153 3.465 3.344 3.315

Table 3. Testing results of LDAST on specific content domain (Car and Church).

Fig. 5. Visualized comparison on specific content domain (Car and Church).

4.3 Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study of each component effect on DTD2 in Table 4.
At row (a), with the reconstruction Lrec and the patch-wise style Lpsd, CLVA
achieves feasible LDAST results by concrete structures and extracted style seman-
tics. Row (b)-(d) shows the strength of content matching Lcm and style matching
Lsm. In particular, content matching helps the structure similarity to content im-
ages (higher 36.05 SSIM). Style matching aims at analogous visual patterns to
style images, which leads to better stylization quality (lower 0.2049 Percept and
higher 23.69 VLS). If considering altogether, it can benefit and strike a bal-
ance between both. Finally, contrastive reasoning Lctr further enables CLVA to
consider contrastive pairs, making a comprehensive improvement at row (e).

Why CLVA is better than CLIP-based? Despite no CLIP optimized, CLVA
demonstrates superior results on LDAST with all aspects of automatic metrics and
human evaluation. To investigate it, we conduct instruction-to-style retrieval
based on the similarity between features of style instructions and style images.
Table 5 shows that our learned CLVA performs higher Recall@k on both DTD2

and ArtEmis, leading to a better instruction-style alignment than the used CLIP.
The visualization in Fig. 6 also indicates the flaw of CLIP on detailed style
patterns. For example, in the first row, CLIP only presents either “bright color”
or “town” in the retrieval results. In contrast, CLVA can capture both and present
more related LDAST to “happy place to live”. From Table 6, even CLIP has been
fine-tuned ahead; our CLVA still produces preferrable LDAST results from all
human aspects of content, instruction, and style matching. This observation
supports that contrastive reasoning, which considers contrastive pairs of content
images and style instructions, is required to benefit from mutual relativeness.
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Ablation Settings Automatic Metrics

Lrec+Lpsd Lcm Lsm Lctr SSIM↑ Percept↓ FAD↓ VLS↑

(a) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 34.73 0.2290 0.1568 23.29
(b) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 36.05 0.2304 0.1512 23.27
(c) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 35.73 0.2049 0.1508 23.69
(d) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 35.86 0.2100 0.1499 23.54
(e) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 36.65 0.2033 0.1493 24.00

Table 4. Ablation study of CLVA using visual attribute instructions on DTD2.

DTD2 ArtEmis

Method R@1 R@5 R@1 R@5

CLIP [44] 13.9 30.7 9.8 20.7
CLVA 19.3 45.1 13.9 30.7

Table 5. Instruction-to-style re-
trieval on DTD2 and ArtEmis.

Human Evaluation

Method Content↑ Instruction↑ Style↑ Semi-GT↑

CLIPstyler (ft.) 1.208 1.347 1.292 1.333
CLVA 1.792 1.653 1.708 1.667

Table 6. Human comparison between CLVA and
CLIPstyle with fine-tuned CLIP on DTD2.

Fig. 6. Visualization examples of instruction-to-style retrieval by CLIP and CLVA.

Apart from transfer quality, CLVA also holds a higher efficiency than CLIP-
based methods. Table 7 illustrates the time and GPU cost on a single TITAN
X (12GB) with content image size 256x192. All CLIP-based methods take more
than 30 seconds for only one pair of content images and style instructions. In-
stead of numerous iterations to align with CLIP, we extract style semantics and
carry out LDAST in one shot, taking merely 0.03 seconds for one input. Without
updating the model during inference, CLVA supports parallelization and can
accomplish 50 pairs in half a second. Besides, as a lightweight style transfer net-
work, CLVA requires the least GPU memory for LDAST. In summary, our CLVA
surpasses those CLIP-based methods on both quality and efficiency because of
the detailed style deficiency and the required optimizing iteration from CLIP.

Qualitative Results. As shown in Fig. 7, we investigate the linear interpolation
of extracted style patterns by CLVA. Considering style features hSX1

and hSX2
of

instructions X1 and X2, the interpolated hSp should be:

hSp = (1− α)hSX1
+ αhSX2

, (10)

where α is the style ratio between the two. Fig. 7 presents a smooth transforma-
tion from one style instruction to another. By training on DTD2 and ArtEmis
altogether, CLVA even performs interpolated stylization by both visual attribute
and emotional effect instructions in the third row. Fig. 8 illustrates diverse LDAST
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Time (sec) GPU (MB)

Method BS=1 32 50 BS=1 32 50

ManiGAN [26] 0.079 0.533 1.148 3312 6572 8129
StyleCLIP [37] 32.38 * * 4149 * *
NADA [12] 63.49 * * 6413 * *

CLIPstyler [24] 99.98 * * 5429 * *
CLVA 0.029 0.246 0.405 1525 3207 4441

Table 7. Time and GPU cost when performing LDAST on TITAN X with content image
size 256x192. * means this method can only run one input at a time.

Fig. 7. Style interpolation results of LDAST over instructions.

results by our CLVA. Since CLVA supports arbitrary content images, we can also
modify the style detail for high-resolution inputs in Fig. 9.

5 Conclusion

We introduce language-driven artistic style transfer (LDAST) to do stylization
for a content image by a style instruction. We propose contrastive language vi-
sual artist (CLVA) that adopts the patch-wise style discriminator and contrastive
reasoning to jointly learn between style images and style instructions. We demon-
strate that CLVA can express various style patterns of visual attributes as well as
emotional effects and perform LDAST efficiently. CLVA also outperforms baselines
on both automatic metrics and human evaluation. We believe that LDAST can
make visual applications like image/video effect more controllable for humans.
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Fig. 8. CLVA results on diverse pairs of content images and style instructions.

Fig. 9. High-resolution (1920x1080) LDAST results by CLVA with upper right: “the
lonely world makes me feel scared and nostalgic how sky and sea merge together”;
lower left: “the snow and lights in the shop windows looks like a winter scene”; lower
right: “ink painting, black dotted line, whiteboard”.
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